Home Learning Pack
•
•
•
•

We have provided several tasks that will support your child’s learning during the current school
closure.
Many of the tasks are based on what the children would have been studying in class.
Work can be recorded in your child’s Home Learning book where appropriate.
As teachers will not be able to oversee or feedback on this work, any support you can provide will be
helpful.
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Year group: 5
Curriculum area
Reading

Writing

Maths

Topic based
project based on
research

Tasks
•

Complete p 6-7 of the CGP comprehension book

•

First News reading comprehension crosswords (2 tasks)

•

Read daily for at least 30 minutes. Ensure you comment in your reading record.
Parent(s)/Carer(s), ask relevant questions about the book. A useful list of questions to
ask are here: https://www.scholastic.com/content/dam/teachers/blogs/meghaneverette/2017-2018/parent/ME-Parent-5ela.pdf

•

Write a book review for each book you finish. You could include: a short summary, a
rating, an age recommendation, character descriptions, a favourite quote

•

Collect new vocabulary: start a list of new words that you find in your reading and keep
adding to it as you come across words you’d like to use yourself!

•

Keep a diary of your daily life while school is closed. Describe what you’re up to, what
you’re learning, what you’re proud of, how you’re feeling, how you see your
environment changing…

•

Grammar work CGP SPAG book Sentence punctuation p 36-51
Conjunctions p21-23

•

Practise your weekly spellings in sentences and ask someone to test you at the end of the
week.

•

Stop at a cliff-hanger in your book and write the start of the next chapter (or even the
whole chapter!).
Times Tables Rock stars (login stickers provided). Login and complete levels for at least
10 minutes a day: https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/53578

•
•

Complete the homework on Reflection

•

Cycling Co-ordinates investigation (see instructions below)

•

Create a battleship grid using coordinates and challenge a member of your family to a
game (or play a virtual game with someone you can’t meet up with!). Instead of ships,
place different 2D shapes on your grid. Can you guess what your opponent’s shape is by
looking at the co-ordinates?
Now invent a game involving reflection or translation!
Research the life and career of Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, scientist and suffragette.
Create a written or visual report, on paper or electronically (or even an oral recording on
a grown-ups phone) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Garrett_Anderson
To go a bit further, compare with the life of another 20th century female scientist, such
as Marie Curie. https://www.amightygirl.com/blog?p=11511

•

Science investigations
• Investigate how your eyes work independently and together – see sheet below.
•

Find ideas for more science experiments to carry out at home here:
https://www.rigb.org/families/experimental
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